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Mural Tips: 

1. MAKING POST-ITS: 

   - Double click anywhere on the Mural --- select a square or rectangle

   - After typing in the pos-t and before hitting enter, click TAB to start a new one

   - Click on a post-it and select Control-D to duplicate

   - Use Control-C to copy a post-it, place the cursor where you want it and use Control-V to paste 

2. ZOOMING IN AND OUT: 

   - Zoom Settings are at the bottom right of the Mural at all times.

   - Select Trackpad mode or Mouse mode depending on whether you have a Mac or PC

   - To zoom in, click on a post-it or note to show the pop-up window; click on the magnifying class icon to zoom

in on that area. 

DEFINITIONS

GOAL FOR THIS PRE-WORKSHOP ASSIGNMENT: 

To develop an understanding of the terminology and the outline used during Hyper-Integrated Causal Analysis.  

INSTRUCTIONS:

(1)  Surf around this entire Mural and become familiar with the layout of the HCA template.

(2) Read and understand each of the definitions provided.  

(3) Read the general instructions #1 to #4 below, which are a part of every excercise.  

(4)  Be prepared to ask questions when we cover these definitions in class.  
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TIMELINE

HUMAN

PERFORMANCE (AT-

RISK BEHAVIORS)

PROGRAMS

PROCESSES

PROCEDURES 

EQUIPMENT,

MATERIAL, TOOL

INTERFACES

WORKING

ENVIRONMENT

(error-likely situation)

LINES OF

INQUIRY

MANAGEMENT &

OVERSIGHT

                                                            PROBLEM STATEMENT

ON 7/11/19, at approximately 1025, a new Supervisor (management, not Union) stepped on

the top rung of a 10 foot step ladder, lost her balance and fell, breaking her arm. The

Supervisor and her crew were working in the overhead near equipment listed in the TSR .  

COMMON CAUSE /

CONTRIBUTING

FACTOR

COMMON CAUSE

/ CONTRIBUTING

FACTOR

COMMON CAUSE

/ CONTRIBUTING

FACTOR

DEEPEST-SEATED

CAUSE

DEEPEST-SEATED

CAUSE

DEEPEST-SEATED

CAUSE

Causal Factors:

A generic term for actions or conditions that

shape the outcome of a situation (i.e. they

cause the situation).  All of the answers to

our LOIs are causal factors.  Causal factors

can be further classified as root causes,

apparent causes, contributing factors or

opportunities for improvement. 

On HCA charts, regular causal factors are

shown as yellow post-its so as not to attract

attention.  More important causal factors

such as root causes and contributing factors

are shown in separate colors to make them

stand out.  

Contributing Factors:

Causal factors that increased increased the

likelihood of the failure or malfunction or

made the overall event worse because of

their effects.  They do not necessarily lead

 to common causes or root causes, but must

also be addressed.  On HCA charts,

contributing factors are highlighted by

separate colors.  

HCA Root Cause Definition:

The deepest-seated causes for an

event or condition.  Corrective actions

for root causes would provide a high

degree of confidence that they will

preclude repetition of, not only the

event or condition being analyzed, but

also many other conditions affecting

past and future performance.

Root Cause Analysis (RCA):

A disciplined, rigorous process or

methodology that results in the

identification of the deepest-seated

causes for a condition, issue or

event. Correcting these causes have

a high likelihood of preventing

recurrence.

Apparent Causes:

The deepest-seated most probable

causes for an event or condition.

Corrective actions for apparent

causes do not provide a high

degree of confidence that they will

preclude recurrence of the event. 

Apparent Cause Evaluations (ACE):

A disciplined process or method that is

similar but less rigorous than a root cause

analysis. Therefore, the deepest-seated

causes identified are considered the most

probable causes for a condition, issue or

event, but should not be called the root

causes. 

Common Causes

Causal factors that are the cause of more than one issue or

problem (i.e. they are common to many cause & effect threads). The

more issues caused by one causal factor, the more significant the

common cause is likely to be. 

On HCA charts, common causes are tracked using color coding as

demonstrated by the purple post-its.

Experience shows us that root causes are common to many cause

& effect threads or pathways.  

Note: the arrows are pointing upwards because we read the charts

from the root causes at the bottom, to the symptoms at the top.  

Lines of Inquiry

Focused, evidence-based questions that

are developed using insights from data

analysis, interviews, observations and

other sources. LOIs are used to evaluate

 symptoms that indicate the existence of

latent weaknesses, and those latent

weaknesses include root causes and

contributing factors that we uncover using

cause & effect analysis.

Rigor

"Rigor encompasses critical thinking skills such as

interpreting and analyzing data, making connections,

using both primary and secondary sources to support

an argument or position, and arriving at conclusions

after conducting extensive research on a topic."* In

HCA, the level of rigor is the differentiator between

quick-hit, ACE and RCA investigations.  

*From: “The GLOSSARY OF EDUCATION REFORM for

Journalists, Parents and Community Members,”

December 29, 2014

Extent of Condition Review

An evaluation conducted soon after the

event takes place to determine if the

same conditions that caused the problem

also exist in other areas. For example, if a

defective part was installed in a pump,

other pumps are inspected to see if they

also have the same defective parts.

Extent of Cause Review

An evaluation conducted after the root

causes of an event are determined, to

identify other areas affected by the same

root causes. For example, if the root

cause of an injury was determined to be a

significant programmatic weakness, we

would evaluate what other issues the

programmatic weaknesses is causing.

The deepest-seated causes from HCA investigations 

are at the lowest point of the HCA Chart and can be either:

- latent weaknesses to be addressed

- apparent causes

- root causes

...It depends on the level or rigor of our investigation.

CONTRIBUTING

FACTOR

THEMES

Symptoms

Any subjective evidence of the existence

of something, especially of an

undesirable situation. Something that

indicates the existence of something else.

In HCA, symptoms (irregularities or where

things didn’t go as planned) point to the

existence of latent weaknesses.  

Symptoms are identified through a

systematic review of the evidence. 

Traditional Root Cause Definition:

The deepest-seated causes for an event or condition, which, if corrected or

eliminated, would preclude repetition of the event being investigated.  

Experience shows that merely identifying the root causes for the event being

investigated (i.e. the "event root causes") would stop the investigation too soon

and not uncover the deepest-seated causes.  This traditional definition in use for

decades is one reason why organizations are experiencing recurring events. 

LINES OF

INQUIRY

X 05 PROCESS MAP - Survey Meters.xlsx

PROCESS MAP

Evaluate how processes were implemented and pursue irregularities using LOIs

Blade Guard

TOOLS / EQUIPMENT

EVENT

Administrative Requirements Physical Barriers

Sequence of events: what happened

Requirements spell out how to work safely  (what should have happened)

LOIs investigate the symptoms or irregulaties that are identified when we compare what happened with what should have happened

Themes come from the "Anatomy of an Event" 

Gather and organize the Fact Finding results into a timeline and the applicable

defenses (administrative  requirements and physical barriers that should have

prevented the event from happening).  Start by conducting an Analysis of Defenses

and looking for symptoms.  Once each defense is evaluated with at least one LOI,

then continue with a Comparative Timeline/Task/Change Analysis by reviewing the

timeline for additional (non-repetitive) LOIs. 

After developing LOIs from the timeline and the defenses, use the insights gained

from additional analysis of available data (i.e. Pareto Analysis, Process Maps, Fault

Tree Analysis, Affinity Diagrams & Surveys) to develop lines of inquiry to evaluate

other symptoms/irregularities.  

After developing LOIs from data analysis, take a step back and review the five

standard themes (or any additional themes that emerged) and generate additional

lines of inquiry to pursue other possible symptoms or irregularities.  

Once you are satisfied with the Lines of Inquiry, establish a game plan for

conducting facilitated causal analysis sessions with spall representative samples of

affected organizations. Start by scheduling those closest to the work first, and work

your way up to supervisors and managers.  The final session is always with senior

management from the affected organizations, to avoid any surprises. 

         Evidence & Data Analysis

Eye Protection

Leather Gloves

Miter Saw

DEFENSES

ANALYSIS OF

DEFENSES


